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Abstract

Cancer is the leading cause of death around the world. Anticancer activities from many functional food sources have been reported in years, but correlation between cancer prevalence and types of food with anticancer activities from crop origin center in the world as well as food source with human migration are unclear. Hunger from food shortage is the cause of early human evolution from Africa to Asia and later into Eurasia. The richest functional foods are found in crop origin centers, housing about 70% in the world populations. Crop origin centers have lower cancer incidence and mortality in the world, especially Central Asia, Middle East, Southwest China, India and Ethiopia. Asia and Africa with the richest anticancer crops is not only the most important evolution base of humans and origin center of anticancer functional crop, but also is the lowest mortality and incidence of cancers in the world. Cancer prevention of early human migrations was associated with functional foods from crop origin centers, especially Asia with four centers and one subcenter of crop origin, accounting for 58% of the world population. These results reveal that coevolution between human’s anticancer activities associated with functional foods for crop origin centers, especially in Asia and Africa.
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Introduction

Functional foods for prevention of chronic diseases is one of this century’s key global challenges, which is natural bioactive products with food value and promising therapeutic properties in cancer and so on (Ranzato et al., 2014). Cancer is not only the first leading cause of death worldwide and accounting for 8.2 million deaths in 2012, but also has diet as one of the most important modifiable risk factors (Zeng et al., 2013). About 30% of cancer deaths are due to the five leading behavioral and dietary risks, especially tobacco use, low fruit and vegetable intake. Yunnan Province is the lowest mortality of cancers (0.541‰) in China, especially esophageal cancer, gastric cancer, liver cancer, leukemia, female breast cancer, and cervical cancer (Zhou et al., 2010); Southwest China (especially Yunnan Province) is a center of human’s anticancer activities associated functional foods from crop origin center (Zeng et al., 2013).

Whether rice and barley or fruits and vegetables, bioactive phytochemicals in functional foods for cancer prevention has been notably advanced, such as dietary anthocyanins, β-glucans, phenols and so on have potential to prevent cancers. Black rice anthocyanins possess anti-metastasis potential against human breast cancer cells (Luo et al., 2014). β-glucan from the cell walls of barley, oat, mushrooms and so on is used as the design of new therapeutic strategies against cancer (Albeituni et al., 2013). Apples with flavonoids and phenolic acids has the chemopreventive activity against carcinogenesis (Ribeiro et al., 2014). The pomegranate whole seed ethanolic extract to prevent cancer due to three bioactive compounds and the remarkable anti-proliferative activity (Lucci et al., 2015). There are the most richest in food types in Vavilov’s eight crop origin centers, which has been the best survival regions of early humans migration and modern humans about 70% in the world populations, but coevolution between human’s anticancer activities and functional foods from crop origin center is unclear.

Human’s Evolution and Crop Origin

Hunger is the cause of migration and evolution for early humans

Dmanisi in Georgia documents that Homo outside Africa around 1800 thousand years ago (kya), with phylogeographic continuity across continents (Lordkipanidze et al., 2013). The wider diet of early humans would have provided more calories and nutrients, increasing fertility, decreasing mortality and supporting
large population sizes, allowing them to out-compete Neanderthals (Henry et al., 2014) and Out of Africa. The early modern human was related to the ancestors of Asians and Native Americans but had already diverged genetically from the ancestors of Europeans (Fu et al., 2013). The western Eurasian genetic signatures in modern-day Native Americans derive from post-Columbian admixture and a mixed ancestry of the First Americans (Raghavan et al., 2014). An allele frequency difference between Yoruba of Nigeria and Han Chinese is found for EDA2R and AR genes (Casto et al., 2012). Modern humans migration was the earliest coastal route from Africa into Southeast Asia by way of Indian subcontinent some 60 kya (Zhang et al., 2013). The early northward dispersal of Y-chromosome haplogroup N-M231 started from southern China about 21 kya, expanding into northern China 12-18 kya, reaching north to Siberia around 12-14 kya, westward into Central Asia and eastern/northern Europe about 8.0-10.0 kya (Shi et al., 2013). The food structure of the Neolithic may have resulted in genes associated with immunity and diet (Olalde et al., 2014). In a word, hunger for food shortage is the cause of early humans evolution, however crop origin centers with the richest in foods were the best habitable regions of human migration.

Coevolution between anticancer activities and functional foods of crop origin centers
Evolution creates bodies and forms and new abilities, love is an emotion accompanying sexuality and main physiological driving force responsible for the origin and the evolution of humanity (Burunat, 2014). Transposable elements expression and function in the central nervous system have major implications for understanding the neuroplasticity of the brain, which could have a role in shaping individual behavior and contribute to vulnerability to disease (Reilly et al., 2013). Europeans have three times more Neanderthal variants in genes involved in lipid catabolism than Asians and Africans (Khrameeva et al., 2014).

Disease prevention of early human migrations were associated with functional foods from Vavilov’s eight centers of crop origin (See Figure 1). Neuropsin is a secreted-type serine protease involved in learning and memory, which it might contribute to the progressive change of cognitive abilities during primate evolution (Li et al., 2004). The metabolite concentrations evolved rapidly over the course of human evolution in the brain and muscle (Bozek et al., 2014), however change of food structure especially brown rice to white rice and whole wheat to white flour is the cause of bursting for major chronic diseases driving force for human evolution (Zeng et al., 2011; 2012; 2013). Human’s cancer activities may confer advantageous traits during early human evolution (Zhang et al., 2014).

We suggest not only that coevolution between anticancer of humans associated with major functional foods for Vavilov’s eight centers of anticancer crop origin (see Figure1), but also there are lower cancer incidence for these centers, especially Central Asia, Middle East, Southwest China, India and Ethiopia. Regional differences in the world cancer prevalence is interesting (Figure 2; Figure 3), according to compared to the types of available foods specifically with anticancer activities. There are five-fold different for male incidence rates in the world, ranging from 0.79‰ in Western Africa to 3.65‰ in Australia/New Zealand, but female incidence rates almost three-fold from 1.03‰ in South-Central Asia to 2.95‰ in Northern America (IARC, 2014). The mortality rates of men is the highest in Central and Eastern Europe (1.73‰) and the lowest in Western Africa (0.69‰), but the highest rates in women are in Melanesia (1.19‰) and Eastern Africa (1.11‰), and the lowest in Central America (0.72‰) and South-Central Asia (0.65‰) (IARC, 2014).

Functional Foods of Crop Origin Centers Associated with Human’s Anticancer Activities
The human species constitutes an integral part of organic evolution and the highest complexity (Ekstig, 2014) that associated with functional foods for anticancer crop. Specific dietary components can reduce the risk for cancer, cardiovascular disease and diabetes(Hardman, 2014). There are lower cancer incidence for Vavilov’s eight centers of crop origin is in turn South America (1.95‰, Peru-Ecuador-Bolivia, Southern Chile,and Southern Brazil) > China- Korea (1.88‰) > Mediterranean (1.75‰) > Middle East (1.70‰) > South Asia (1.42‰, e.g. Indo-Burma, Siam Malaya-Java) > Ethiopia (1.40‰) > Mexico-Guatemala (1.35‰) > Southwest China (1.22‰) > Central Asia (1.05‰) (IARC, 2014). There are lower cancer mortality for Vavilov’s eight centers of crop origin in is turn Ethiopia (1.10‰) > Middle East (1.08‰) > South America (1.04‰, Peru-Ecuador-Bolivia,Southern Chile, and Southern Brazil) > China-Korea (1.02‰) > Mediterranean (0.96‰) > South Asia (0.95‰, e.g. Indo-Burma, Siam-Malaya-Java) > Ethiopia (0.78‰) > Central Asia (0.77‰) > Mexico-Guatemala (0.76‰) > Yunnan Province of China (0.54‰) (Zhou et al., 2010; IARC, 2014). Therefore, coevolution between cancer lower incidence and mortality worldwide in 2012 associated with major food for Vavilov’s eight centers of crop origin (Wikipedia, 2013) is as follows (See Figure 2):
Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in Ethiopia

1=Ethiopia center: crop origin includes Abyssinia, Eritrea and Somaliland. Both scapulae of Australopithecus afarensis from Ethiopia change significantly throughout modern human ontogeny, a substantial amount of climbing (Green et al., 2012), which is adapt to fruits for major food. The dietary flexibility of early hominins of Ethiopia in Africa to include consumption of foods (i.e. grasses, sedges, and succulents) represents a significant distinction between extant great apes and common ancestor (Wynn et al., 2013). Bitter taste perception for derived G-allele at rs702424 in the TAS2R16 promoter has important roles in human health and nutrition, African diversity provides information of a biologically-relevant trait in humans (Campbell et al., 2014).

Ethiopia in Africa is not only top choice for cradle of modern humans (McDougall et al., 2005; Li et al., 2008), but also center of origin for 38 species in crop (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky, 1998; Wikipedia, 2013), some functional foods with anticancer including to flax, garden cress, sesame, barley, coffee, castor bean (Mahassni, 2012; Lowcock et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2013; Prado-Silva et al., 2014); Up to now, Ethiopia in Eastern Africa is major production region for these functional crop. Consumption of flaxseed and flax bread was associated with a significant reduction in breast cancer risk (Lowcock et al., 2013). The aqueous extract of garden cress seeds is involved in apoptosis and is lacking in MCF-7 cells on breast cancer (Mahassni et al., 2012). The antioxidant compounds in sesame were beneficial to protect the mucosa against chemical carcinogenesis induced by 1, 2-dimethylhydrazine (Prado-Silva et al., 2014). Green barley extract has potential as an anti-leukemia/lymphoma agent alone or in combination with standard cancer therapies (Robles-Escajeda et al., 2013); the bioactive compounds for barley anticancer include β-Glucans, tocotrienols, poly-phenol, lunasin and so on. A modest protective effect for coffee plus tea in relation to early-onset basal cell carcinoma may be due to caffeine (Ferrucci et al., 2014). Flaxseed contents of α-linolenic acid, lignans, and fiber, which have potential health benefits such as reduction of cancer, diabetes, osteoporosis, atherosclerosis, autoimmune, arthritis, cardiovascular disease, and neurological disorders (Goyal et al., 2014). Contemporary cancer incidence in Africa is the lowest in the world, i.e. Eastern Africa is (1.40‰) > Northern Africa (1.33‰) > Middle Africa (1.02‰) > Western Africa (0.97‰), but cancer mortality Northern Africa (0.90‰) > Middle Africa (0.80‰) > Eastern Africa (0.78‰) > Western Africa (0.73‰). Therefore, functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in Africa especially Ethiopia.

Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in Middle East

2=Middle East: includes interior of Asia minor, all of Transcaucasia, Iran, and the highlands of Turkmenistan. Middle East is not only the cradle of civilization for modern humans (Fernandes et al., 2012; Witas et al., 2013) and about 70% of world’s petroleum reserves, but also center of origin for 83 species in crop (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky,1998), some functional foods with anticancer including to hawthorn, apple, cherry, barley, oats, and...
pomegranate (Li et al., 2013; Zeng et al., 2013; Li et al., 2014; Ogur et al., 2014); Up to now, Middle East is major production region for these functional crop. The anticancer effects of polyphenolic extract from hawthorn fruit in human MCF-7 breast cancer cells, which is an excellent source of natural chemopreventive agents in the treatment of breast cancer (Li et al., 2013). Apple oligogalactan could potentiate the growth inhibitory effect of celecoxib on colorectal cancer through influencing the expression and function of cyclooxygenase-2 and phosphorylation of MAPKs, which suggests a new possible combinatorial strategy in colorectal cancer therapy (Li et al., 2014). Cherry is popular preserve in Turkish cuisine, its consumption may decrease the risk of cancer and chronic diseases (Ogur et al., 2014). Protocatechualedehyde from the root of the herb P. granatum L. and barley tea plants possesses antiproliferative and pro-apoptotic properties in human colorectal cancer cells (Choi et al., 2014). The elucidating the molecular mechanisms of β-glucan-induced signaling in immune cells is essential for the design of new therapeutic strategies against cancer in oat, barley and so on (Albeituni et al., 2013). Conjugated linolenic acids as the major components of the hydrophilic fraction from pomegranate (P. granatum L.) seed oil have anti-inflammatory and anti-oxidant potential on breast cancer lines (Costantini et al., 2014). Contemporary cancer incidence (1.70‰) and mortality (0.77‰) in Middle East is lower in the world. Therefore, functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in Middle East.

**Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in Central Asia**

- **Central Asiatic Center**: for core region of the Asian continent includes Northwest India (Punjab and Kashmir), Afghanistan, Tajikistan, Uzbekistan and western Tian-Shan. Central Asia is not only located on the Silk Road and a corridor for human migrations (Lacau et al., 2012), but also center of origin for 43 species in crop (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky, 1998; Wikipedia, 2013), some functional foods with anticancer including to rice, buckwheat, tea, miltlet, soybean, adzuki bean, Chinese yam, radish, onion, cucumber, apple, peach, apricot, walnut, litchi, hemp, cabbage, hulless barley and cherry (Miyoshi et al., 2011; Huang et al., 2012; Hsu et al., 2012; Xu et al., 2012; Hattori et al., 2014; Zeng et al., 2014; Zhang et al., 2014; Benyamina, 2014; Gao et al., 2014; Ghoneum et al., 2014; Hardman, 2014; Li et al., 2014; Ogur et al., 2014; Panda et al., 2014; Shan et al., 2014; Vizzotto et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Hajiaghaalipour et al., 2015). Up to now, China especially Yunnan province is major production region for these functional crop. Rice is one of the most important cereal for human nutrition (Huang et al., 2012) and contributes 21% to human’s nutrient intake and energy requirements; Arabinoxylan from rice bran may represent a novel adjuvant for the treatment of breast cancer (Ghoneum et al., 2014). The antioxidant capacity of quercetin from barley bran was the induction of G2/M arrest, apoptosis, however cell death by quercetin may associate with increased expression of p53 and p21, decrease of Cyclin D1, Cdk2, and Cdk7 levels (Li et al., 2014). White tea has antioxidant and antiproliferative effects against cancer cells, but protect normal cells against DNA damage (Hajiaghaalipour et al., 2015). Foxtail millet bran is able to suppress colon cancer cell growth and also causes a loss of mitochondrial transmembrane potential which results in caspase-dependent apoptosis in colon cancer cells (Shan et al., 2014). Apoptotic, autophagic death, and DNA-damaging effects of soybean lectin’s in cancer cells may have the potential to be used as a phyto-derived protein for cancer therapy (Panda et al., 2014). Adzuki bean exhibited the strongest antiproliferative properties in a dose-dependent manner against all digestive system, ovary and breast cancer cell lines (Xu et al., 2012). Chinese yams could be ingested to prevent colon carcinogenesis in humans (Miyoshi et al., 2011). Mitochondrial pathway and Bcl-2 gene family could be involved in the mechanisms of A549 cell apoptosis induced by 4-Methylsulfanyl-3-butenyl isothiocyanate in radish (Raphanus sativus L.), which is a well-known anti-cancer agent (Wang et al., 2014). Cucurbitacin B is found abundantly in cucumbers, a novel anti-tumor mechanism of Cucurbitacin B via inhibition of ACYL signaling in human cancer (Gao et al., 2014). Modified
apple poly-saccharides suppressed LPS-induced migration and invasiveness of colorectal cancer cells by targeting the LPS/TLR4/NF-κB pathway (Zhang et al., 2013). Polyphenolic extracts and fractions of selected peach and plum genotypes can be added to the list of fruits with cytotoxic effects against breast cancer cells while not affecting normal cells (Vizzotto et al., 2014). MK615 from Japanese apricot may have therapeutic value in treating human cancers (Hattori et al., 2013). Part of the mechanism for the anticancer benefit of walnut was by suppressing the activation of NFκB (Hardman, 2014). The pericarp of the Litchi fruit has been shown to inhibit breast and liver as well as colorectal cancer cell growth, based on rich amounts of its flavanoids and proanthocyanidins (Hsu et al., 2012). Cannabinoids from hemp such as dronabinol, Sativex and nabilone are most promising to relieve chronic pain associated with cancer, human immunodeficiency virus infection and multiple sclerosis (Benyamina, 2014). Contemporary cancer incidence (1.88‰) and mortality (1.02‰) in China is lower in the world, i.e. Eastern Asia. Therefore, abundantly functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in China and Korea.

Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in India

5=Indo-Burma: some functional foods with anticancer including to mango, orange, tangerine, tamarind, safflower, black pepper, bamboo, rice, mung bean, cucumber, yam, radish, sesame and hemp (Seki et al., 2010; Miyoshi et al., 2011; Xi et al., 2012; Zeng et al., 2013; Abdullah et al., 2014; Benyamina et al., 2014; Genovese et al., 2014; Joseph et al., 2014; Li et al., 2014; Prado-Silva et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2014; Yaffe et al., 2014). Up to now, Indo-Burma is major production region for these functional crop. The extract of waterlily mango (Mangifera indica L.) has potential activity against breast cancer cells (Abdullah et al., 2014). 4'-Geranyloxyferulic and boronopic acid having valuable pharmacological effects as cancer chemopreventive, and so on agents, but the richest in 4'-Geranyloxyferulic of exocarp fresh weight of orange (0.141±0.011 mg/g) and boronopic acid of exocarp fresh weight of kumquat (0.206±0.002 mg/g) (Genovese et al., 2014). Galactoxyloglucan-gold nanoparticles from the seed kernels of Tamarindus indica not only retained the anticancer effects of PST001, but also showed enhanced cytotoxicity via induction of apoptosis even at lower doses and lesser incubation times (Joseph et al., 2014). Hydroxy safflower yellow-A inhibits the growth of transplanted BGC-823 tumors, and its effects on tumor capillary angiogenesis (Xi et al., 2012). Piperine for the treatment of colon cancer is a piperidine alkaloid present in black pepper, cell cycle arrest and endoplasmic reticulum stress-associated apoptosis following piperine treatment of HT-29 cells (Yaffe et al., 2014). The vigorous extracts of bamboo leaf show immunopotentiating and radical scavenging effects and administration prior to carcinogen exposure or tumor inoculation significantly suppresses tumor incidence and tumor growth and prolongs survival (Seki et al., 2010).

Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in Mediterranean

6=Mediterranean Center: includes the borders of the Mediterranean Sea, which is not only the cradle of Mediterranean diet for disease prevention for modern humans, but also center of origin for 84 species in crop for Indo-Burma and 55 species in crop for Siam-Malaya-Java (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky, 1998). Up to now, Mediterranean Center is major production region for these functional crop. Contemporary cancer incidence (1.42‰) and mortality (0.95‰) in South-Eastern Asia is lower in the world. Therefore, functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in Indian Center.

5a=Siam-Malaya-Java: includes Indo-China and the Malay Archipelago, some functional foods with anticancer including to mangosteen, clove, nutmeg, black pepper (Jittiporn et al., 2014; Sultana et al., 2014; Thuong et al., 2014; Yaffe et al., 2014). α-Mangostin in mangosteen has been shown to have an anti-oxidant property involving angiogenesis such as cancer (Jittiporn et al., 2014). Clove seed extract exhibited an appreciable amount of total phenolics for the development of chemotherapeutic drugs against cancer and functional food ingredient (Sultana et al., 2014). Meso-dihydroguaiaretic acid in the seeds of Myristica fragrans exhibited potent cytotoxicity against H358 for antitumor activity (Thuong et al., 2014).

In all word, Indian Center is not only the cradle of civilization for modern humans (Witas et al., 2013), but also center of origin for 117 species in crop for Indo-Burma and 55 species in crop for Siam-Malaya-Java (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky, 1998); Up to now, Indian Center is major production region for these functional crop. (-)-Oleocanthal from extra virgin olive oil showed antiproliferative and antimigratory activity against the growth of human cancer lines (Wu et al., 2014). All compounds in turnip exhibited high inhibitory activity against the growth of human cancer lines (Wu et al., 2013). Deproteinized asparagus polysaccharide exhibited significant anticancer activity, indicating that it is a potential therapeutic agent for liver cancer therapy (Xiang et al., 2014). Wild celery oil and isofuranodiene are able to induce apoptosis in colon cancer cells in a time and concentration-dependent manner suggesting a potential role as models for the development of chemopreventive agents (Quassinti et al., 2014). People use roots of rhubarb (R. Turkestanicum) as an anticancer, anti-diabetic and anti-hypertensive agent (Shiezhadeh et al., 2013). Thymoquinone from black caraway seeds has several anticancer activities, which it could be useful in the management of triple-negative breast cancer, based on thymoquinone-induced apoptosis was partially inhibited by zVAD-fmk (Sutton et al., 2014). Contemporary cancer incidence (1.34‰) and mortality (0.88‰) in Northern Africa. Therefore, functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in Mediterranean Center.
Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in Mexico -Guatemala

As include southern sections of Mexico, Guatemala, Honduras and Costa Rica, which is not only great ethnic diversity of modern humans (Melton et al., 2013; Moreno-Estrada et al., 2014), but also center of origin for maize and so on 22 species in crop (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky, 1998), some functional foods with anticancer including to common beans, tepary bean, pepper, papaya, guava, cocoa, and cherry (Garcia-Gasca et al., 2012; Latif, 2013; Feregrino-Perez et al., 2014; Ogur et al., 2014; Pathak et al., 2014; Rizzo et al., 2014; Yaffe et al., 2014). Up to now, Central America is major production region for these functional crop. Nondigestible fraction of cooked common beans inhibited colon carcinogenesis at an early stage by inducing cell cycle arrest of colon cells and morphological changes linked to apoptosis (Feregrino-Perez et al., 2014). Tepary bean seeds contain at least 2 different groups of bioactive proteins with distinct effects on cancer cells (Garcia-Gasca et al., 2012). The cancer chemopreventive potential of a flavonoid-rich fraction isolated from the seeds of Carica papaya, however, the inverse association between dietary flavonoid intake and cancer risk (Pathak et al., 2014). The guava extracts reduce tumor growth and stimulate uterus proliferation, as well as their in silico docking similarity to tamoxifen, therefore holding significant potential for anticancer therapy (Rizzo et al., 2014). Cocoa may have the potential to be used for the prevention/treatment of cancers, allergies, oxidative injuries, anxiety, inflammatory conditions, hyperglycemia, and insulin resistance (Latif, 2013). Contemporary cancer incidence (1.35‰) and mortality (0.75‰) in Central America. Therefore, functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in Mexico-Guatemala Center.

Functional Foods Associated with Anticancer in South America

As South American Center: for three subcenters (Peru-Ecuador-Bolivia, 8; Southern Chile, 8a; Southern Brazil, 8b) is not only the one biodiversity hotspot in the world, but also center of origin for 62 species in crop (Vavilov, 1951; Ladizinsky, 1998; Wikipedia, 2013), some functional foods with anticancer including to tomato, peanut, pineapple, common beans, pumpkin, pepper, cocoa, and guava (Chen et al., 2013; Latif, 2013; Richter et al., 2013; Feregrino-Perez et al., 2014; Mukhopadhyay et al., 2014; Rizzo et al., 2014; Romano et al., 2014; Yaffe et al., 2014). Up to now, South America is major production region for these functional crop. Tomato may play a modest role in the prevention of prostate cancer (Chen et al., 2013). Pumpkin seed’s lignans has a potential role in the prevention and/or treatment of breast cancer (Richter et al., 2013). Peanut agglutinin was for the first time evaluated mechanistically in vivo and in vitro as a novel naturally occurring therapeutic agent against cancer (Mukhopadhyay et al., 2014). Bromelain from the pineapple stem exerts antiproliferative and proapoptotic effects in colorectal carcinoma cells and chemopreventive actions in colon carcinogenesis in vivo (Romano et al., 2014). Contemporary cancer incidence (1.95‰) and mortality (1.04‰) in South America is lower in the world. Therefore, functional foods for early and modern humans was associated with anticancer crop origin in South American Center.

Asians Anticancer Activities and Functional Foods

Southwest China is the cradle of human childhood

Southwest China includes Yunnan, Guizhou, and Sichuan province, the municipality of Chongqing, and the Tibet Autonomous Region. The early modern human of Southwest China was related to many ancestors of Asians. The fossil ape Lufengpithecus at late Miocene sites in Yunnan Province reveals a morphological pattern largely consistent with a stem member of the hominin clade (Kelley et al., 2014). Yunnan hominins of Southwest China lived in a varied habitat of open vegetation with patches of bushland and forest on an alluvial fan close to a lake or swamp in 1700 kya, which are consistent with a rapid southern migration route of initial hominin populations into Eastern Asia (Zhu et al., 2008). The morphology sampled at Longlin Cave (Guangxi Province) and Maludong (Yunnan Province) of Southwest China may represent a paralleling the situation seen in North Africa as indicated by remains from Dar-es-Soltane and Temara, based on ancient mtDNA and Y-DNA lineages, and has yielded a number of human remains thought to derive from Pleistocene deposits (Curnoe et al., 2012). Myanmar haplogroup distribution showed a typical Southeast Asian pattern, but also Northeast Asian and Indian influences (Summerer et al., 2014). Andaman archipelago was settled by modern humans from northeast India via the landbridge which connected the Andaman archipelago and Myanmar around the Last Glacial Maximum (Wang et al., 2011). The intensifying human activity and land-use were associated with Xingyun’s catchment in central Yunnan, which provide a record of environmental history since the Holocene (Zhang et al., 2014a). The average genetic heterogeneity in ten minorities was above 0.7, however, the gene flow of Yi and Dai minorities were higher than that of other minorities, while the pattern of gene flow of Dulong minority demonstrated some of the isolation (Kuang et al., 2011).

Humans is the adaptation of Tibetans to the hypoxic environment of the world’s highest Tibetan plateau, which the selected haplotype is found in Denisovans and in Tibetans, and at very low frequency among Han Chinese (Huerta-Sanchez et al., 2014). People inhabiting today’s Tibet in China, Himalayas, India and Pakistan, which may have been descendants of migrants from much earlier times, spreading the clades of the macrohaplo group M throughout Eurasia and founding regional Mesopotamian groups like that of merchants moving along trade routes passing the region (Witas et al., 2013). A remarkable genetic differentiation between the Tibeto-Burman and Indo-European, which suggesting that language and geography have played an equally large role in defining the genetic composition of present-day populations within the Himalayas (Kraaijenbrink et al., 2014). Mutational changes in p53 correlate well with
tumorogenesis, but codon 104 variation of p53 are an outcome of environmental adaptation and evolutionary selection for hypoxia and cold and hypercapnia in the stressful environments of the Qinghai-Tibet plateau (Zhao et al., 2013). Tibetans have been adapted to a high altitude environment since initial colonization of the Tibetan Plateau in the early Upper Paleolithic approximately 30 kya (Qi et al., 2013).

The hominid teeth and evidence of hominid activities from Panxian Dadong site in Guizhou Province of Southwest China are dated to the late Middle Pleistocene (130-300 kya), and they highlight the necessity of incorporating the Asian fossil record in the origin of H. Sapiens (Liu et al., 2013b). The majority of Miao, Bouyeis, and Shuis are distributed in the Guizhou province of Southwest China, although it appears that some alleles distribute ethnic-specifically for each ethnicity, but three genetically close ethnic groups and inherit more characteristics of southern Chinese populations (Chen et al., 2007).

Asians Anticancer Activities and Functional Foods for Origin Crop

Cancer prevention of early human migrations was associated with functional foods from crop origin centers, especially Asia with four centers of crop origin, which accounting for 58% in the world populations. Asia is not only the cradle of civilization for modern humans such as China, Middle East and India (Witas et al., 2013) as well as a corridor for human migrations such as Central Asia (Lacau et al., 2012), but also is the lowest mortality and incidence of cancers in world, especially Central Southern Asia, Western Asia, South Eastern Asia and Eastern Asia. Asia is center of the richest in crop origin and anticancer crop, which was center of origin for 379 species in crop and over 40 species in anticancer crop, it includes four centers and one subcenter of crop origin i.e. China-Korea, Middle East, Central Asia, Indo-Burma, and Siam-Malaya-Java. Southwest China with the richest in anticancer crop is the lowest mortality and incidence of cancers in China (Zhou et al., 2010; Zeng et al., 2013).

Africans Anticancer Activities and Functional Foods

Africa is geographic origin of human being

Out of Africa theory is the most widely accepted model of the geographic origin and early migration of modern humans (Stewart et al., 2012), but they encountered many new environmental conditions, including higher altitudes, greater temperature extremes and different pathogens, (Huerta-Sanchez et al., 2014), and food structure (See Figure 1). Modern humans originated from an ancestral African population between ~100-200 ka, but an initial dispersal into Asia by a southern route beginning as early as ~130 ka and a later dispersal into northern Eurasia by ~50 ka (Reyes-Centeno et al., 2014). African’s migrations and interaction starting about 100 kya, and the adoption of a new refugium by a subgroup of a species may lead to important evolutionary changes (Stewart et al., 2012). A great demic expansion that began approximately 45 to 60 kya in Africa and rapidly resulted in human occupation of almost all of the Earth’s habitable regions (Henn et al., 2012).

Africans anticancer activities and functional foods for origin crop

Cancer prevention of early human migrations was associated with functional foods from crop origin centers, especially Ethiopia. Africa is not only origin center of humans, but also is the lowest mortality and incidence of cancers in world, especially western and middle Africa; Ethiopia in Africa is not only top choice for cradle of modern humans, but also center of origin for 38 species in crop and over 6 species in anticancer crop. In addition, people with white skin are about 70 times more likely to develop skin cancer than that of black skin (Greaves, 2014).

Conclusions and Perspectives

Cancer is expected to be the leading cause of death around the world. This article describes correlation between cancer prevalence and types of food with anticancer activities from crop origin center in the world as well as food source with human migration. The correlation of cancer prevalence and types of food source are worth examining. Hunger for food shortage is the cause of early humans evolution from Africa to Asia and later into Eurasia. There are the most richest in food types in Vavilov’s eight crop origin centers, which has been the best survival regions of early humans migration and modern humans about 70% in the world populations. We suggest not only that coevolution between anticancer activities of humans associated with major functional foods for Vavilov’s eight centers of anticancer crop origin, but also there are lower cancer incidence and mortality for these anticancer crop centers, especially Central Asia, Middle East, Southwest China, India and Ethiopia. The early modern human of Southwest China was related to many ancestors of Asians. Asia with the richest in anticancer crop is not only the most important evolution base of human being and anticancer functional foods for origin crop, but also is the lowest mortality and incidence of cancers in world, especially Central Southern Asia, Western Asia, South Eastern Asia and Eastern Asia. Cancer prevention of early human migrations was associated with functional foods from crop origin centers, especially Asia with four centers of crop origin, which accounting for 58% in the world populations. Africa is not only origin center of humans, but also is the lowest incidence and mortality of cancers in world, especially western and middle Africa; Ethiopia is top choice for cradle of modern humans and center of origin for 38 species in crop as well as over 6 species in anticancer crop. In addition, latest researches indicate functional foods for cancer prevention from crop origin center in the world is not only similar to heart disease and hypertension as well as diabetes prevention in the world, but also associated with functional foods structure and so on, which their inner connection needs further investigation.
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